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INSTRUMENTS
Eye, robot

I 
was recently lucky enough to try out the Eyesi Slit Lamp 
graining simulator, part of the educational platform for 
the training of ophthalmologists and optometrists. The 
Eyesi Slit Lamp comprises a synthetic head positioned at 
an adapted Haag Streit BQ 900 slit lamp (figure 1). The 

hardware, such as beam and microscopes, filters, mag adjust-
ment, rheostat and back lighter are all operated in the usual 
manner. 

The dummy head has ‘eyes’ that communicate with highly sen-
sitive detectors in the viewing unit and, with clever use of XYZ 
positioning sensors, are able to offer a virtual reality image that 
simulates the real-world view expected through a standard slit 
lamp. Hand-held sensors can be used with the slit lamp which 
replicate a fundus viewing lens (figure 2) or a three mirror gonios-
copy lens (figure 3).

I have to say that, unlike many simulated real views, the Eyesi 
Slit Lamp image is incredibly realistic, so much so that within sec-
onds I forgot I was not viewing a real human patient. While the 
viewed image relies on appropriate slit lamp operation by the 
user, the images generated are controlled by software that allows 
the simulation of a wide range of presenting signs and specific 
diseases. This means the unit is perfect for the beginner wanting 

to first learn how to use a slit lamp, for teaching the different 
viewing strategies for best imaging different structures and pres-
entations (specular reflection, parallelopiped, sections and so 
on), and for testing ability in assessment and diagnosis of  
diseases.

LEARNING OPTIONS
The Eyesi offers a range of options for developing your slit lamp 
skills. One option is to look at case presentations (figure 4) which 
include history and symptoms, relevant clinical data such as acu-
ity, and allow you to decide on the best approach to assessment. 
Your approach to cases can be scored in such a way that you lose 
marks for unnecessary or inappropriate actions. To facilitate 
examination, the touch screen allows you to adjust the direction 
of gaze of the ‘patient’, dilate, use a diffuser, add fluorescein or use 
an orange absorption filter.  

An alternative approach is simply to have a look at a patient and 
see what you can find (figure 5). Another option still is to trawl 
through the extensive menu of diseases, both anterior and poste-
rior (figure 6), and examine more closely any that interest you. 

For beginners, there is a whole bank of teaching materials that 
help the beginner interpret the view (figure 7 shows part of the 

Bill Harvey has way too much fun trying out the 
Eyesi Slit Lamp training simulator
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view when learning about 3D stereo-viewing) and step by step 
guides to the various modes of viewing. Similarly, for specified 
conditions, the software lists the recommended techniques.

TEST VIEWS
I started by trying out a few standard views. When I lined up the 
beam on the pupil margin, the pupil oscillated in diameter just 
like the real thing. Van Herrick of grade 1 (0.20) proved easy (fig-
ure 8). Direct illumination of the iris of a diabetic case revealed 
rubeosis (figure 9). For a suspect anterior uveitis patient, low 
grade cells (figure 10) and flare (figure 11) could be viewed. A 
patient with early Fuchs’ endothelial degeneration could be 
viewed in several ways including a parallelopiped section (figure 
12).

Throughout the viewing, the patient changed gaze and blinked 
as would be expected. For a fluorescein break-up time (figures 13 
a to f) I hit the button to stop blinking. For the remainder of 
views, I kept the blinking option active as this better represented 
real life.

Sensors on the dummy head just above and below the eye allow 
you to ‘evert’ either lid. This was useful when assessing the viral 
conjunctivitis patient (follicles seen in figure 14). The red eye I 
chose to investigate showed marked corneal oedema, which I 
later confirmed to be due to angle closure glaucoma (figure 15).

Corneal staining can be viewed with fluorescein and a blue fil-
ter, with or without the orange absorption filter, and there are 
many examples of diseases to choose from. Figure 16 shows a 
large Herpes simplex dendritic ulcer with stain, while figure 17 
shows a more peripherally placed pseudodendritic ulceration 
with a Zoster infection. I looked for this based on the patient’s 
symptoms and their presenting with what seemed to be a 
Hutchinson’s sign (figure 18), indicating nasociliary nerve 
involvement. 

Some of the cases related to conditions more likely to be seen 
overseas, such as the trichiasis with trachoma shown in figure 19. 
That said, there were also excellent representations of varying 
grades of common UK disease, such as cataract (figure 20).

FUNDUS VIEWING
The hand-held sensor perfectly mimicked a Volk lens and, with 
the option to dilate always available, fundus viewing was very life-
like. I managed to confirm a branch retinal vein occlusion (figure 
21), a malignant hypertensive retinopathy with macular star (fig-
ure 22) and a longstanding atrophic macular degeneration (figure 
23).

GONIOSCOPY
With various laser procedures likely to become part of the optom-
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etrist skillset, many of us will need to brush up our gonioscopy 
skills; I confess to being out of practice (figure 24). An opportu-
nity to re-familiarise myself with the technique, therefore, was 
more than welcome and the gonio sensor was exactly like my old 
three mirror lens (figure 25). The simulation even showed a bub-
bling in the coupling fluid when I failed to apply the lens to the 
dummy eye properly (figure 26). A range of angles can be viewed 
of differing Schaffer grading.

I decided to further investigate a case where a peripheral iris 
pigmented mass was causing some pupillary distortion (figure 
27). Gonioscopy revealed a suspect iris melanoma (figure 28).

THE FUTURE
I admit that I was sorry when Haag-Streit UK took the unit away; 
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I could have played on this all night. When I think of the hit-and-
miss way that I was taught slit-lamp and BIO techniques, and 
considering that many current postgraduate exams are still based 
on looking at adapted ping-pong balls, I think it should only be a 
matter of time before this sort of virtual reality training suite 
becomes an integral part of both teaching modules and examina-
tions. With networkable modules, scored feedback and modular 
courses all accessible, the Eyesi Slit Lamp should be  of interest to 
all involved in eye care  education. ••

• For further information visit https://hsuk.co/EyesiSlitLamp or 
email eyesi@haag-streit-uk.com.

• The images for this article can be seen more easily in the 
online version
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